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Here is a brief description of the four* brands of colored pencils that I recommend to students. You
do not need to purchase a large set! Even in my own projects, I have a core group of about 20 colors
that I use frequently. I have many colors that have sat untouched for years. I’d rather you buy a smart
yet small collection of colors than to own every pencil ever made. Email me for color advice and 
suggestions before making a large investment.
* only two brands if you read carefully.

Prismacolor Premier Pencils- It’s important to insure you have the Premier version
as the other Prismacolor styles are student quality rather than artist grade. I teach
with PC pencils because they’re moderately priced and easily available in local
stores. I used PC pencils exclusively from 1985-2010. The pencils have degraded
in quality over the years, moving from reliable and creamy to brittle and prone to
wax bloom. I no longer use PC on my personal or freelance projects.

Luminance by Caran D’ache- My current preferred brand for non-class 
projects; it’s a recent switch but I’ve quickly fallen in love with the feel of this 
pencil lead. Luminance are a close approximation to what PC pencils used 
to be. Both are wax based but I find blending easier with this brand than PC.
Cons: more expensive than PC, rare in local stores, hard to read color I.D., 
natural wood finish on all pencils makes it hard to quickly grab the correct color.

Faber Castell Polychromos- Recommended with reservations. Amazing pencils!
Oil-based rather than wax based which gives them more potent color and the
finished product looks richer. Great blending ability. Pencils are painted to match
the lead color which helps in color selection. Cons: more translucent than other 
brands which complicates layering, very hard leads do not work well with marker 
papers/cardstocks, not available in some craft stores, expensive for beginners.
I love these pencils but they’re not a great fit for my marker classes.

Lyra Rembrandt Polycolor- Recommended with reservations. I have an old
set of “Lyra” pencils and more current set of “Ferby Skin Tones”, both of which 
are great. I borrowed a Polycolor set which performed well in my limited test but
I’ve heard quality complaints along the same vein as with Prismacolor (brittle,
prone to breakage, lead sliding out of casing). Polycolor is a thin diameter
pencil which makes it feel cheap. Same color I.D. problems as Luminance. Oil
based but colors look weaker than Polychromos. If you own these, use them but
I wouldn’t go out of my way to purchase a new set.


